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                            Real estate in Monaco
                        
        

        
            
                
                                            
                            Founded in 1979, AFIM SAM provides its clients one of the most beautiful properties portfolio in Monaco and the French Riviera.

                            The real estate agency in Monaco is based on a highly professional team, with a perfect knowledge of the Monaco market for many years, and is able to provide all the expertise, support and services required by an international clientele.
                        

                                    

                
                                            AFIM S.A.M.

                        Real estate in Monaco

                        Properties for sale & for rent

                                    

                
                                            
                            The expertise of the agency goes from looking for properties, to the estimation, the sale, the rent, the management, and investment opportunities in real estate Monaco.

                            All our properties do not always appear on our website at the request of our clients.
                        

                        
                            Please contact us to get more information
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                                    60 000 € / month                            

        
        

            
                                    Apartment
                                Monaco Fontvieille
                                     - 

                    Memmo Center
                            

            
                Rentals
                 7 rooms,
                                5 bedroom,                 702 m²             
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                                    4 900 000 €                             

        
        

            
                                    Apartment
                                Monaco Fontvieille
                                     - 

                    Giorgione
                            

            
                For sale
                 2 rooms,
                                1 bedroom,                 77 m²             
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                                    6 250 000 €                             

        
        

            
                                    Local for sale
                                Monaco Carré d'Or
                                     - 

                    MONTE CARLO PALACE 
                            

            
                Occupational
                studio,                                                104 m²             
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                                    45 000 € / month                            

        
        

            
                                    Apartment
                                Monaco Jardin Exotique
                                     - 

                    Exotique 
                            

            
                Rentals
                 5 rooms,
                                4 bedroom,                 382 m²             
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                                    Price on application
                            

        
        

            
                                    Local for rent
                                Monaco 
                                     - 

                    LE CONCORDE
                            

            
                Occupational
                studio,                                                550 m²             
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							Our real estate agency in Monaco offers for you, the most beautiful selection of apartments in Monaco, from the studio to the penthouse, as well as the few independent villas.
						

						
							AFIM SAM will meet all the criteria sought in the Principality such as the sea view and other luxury services: concierge, swimming pool, gym, ...
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							The properties are located in the most prestigious areas of Monte Carlo such as the Carré d'Or, near the Casino, the Larvotto by the sea, Fontvieille near the Harbour, Monaco city on the Rock, near the Prince's Palace, ...

							Our team of customer advisers welcome you in french, english and italian during a personalized meeting at our offices, close to the Casino of Monaco.
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									Welcome to our new website
									This new website meets
new communication objectives. It is based on new technologies and puts on the
front of the real estate scene the ads of our owners. Thanks to our targeted
sections, navigation is fast. Our site is updated daily. Visit us regularly to
discover our new offers, price reductions and exclusives ...
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								Many apartments are also in 360° virtual tours
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										Real virtual tour by our professional photographer, made in high definition (4k).

										Produced by a competent operator for breathtaking pictures. Your property will be more consulted and more attractive.
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